
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

23/10/2019, Istanbul 
 

BILGIN EXPANDS ITS LINE WITH A 50-METER ON SPEC PROJECT 

 
Bilgin Yachts, builder of the largest yachts of Turkey (a 85-meter yacht is currently under 

construction), proudly announces its brand new on spec project Bilgin 50M. 

 

Signed by Unique Yacht Design, the yacht’s design bear have modern lines, specious interior and 

exterior areas as well as latest manufacturing standards of the industry. This four-deck megayacht’s 

interior areas are divided as sun deck, bridge deck, main deck and lower deck. 

 

The 50-meter yacht is designed to  accommodate five guest cabins on the lower deck one of which 

is the generous full beam VIP Suite. All lower deck guest cabins will have large portholes to 

maintain the natural light and view of the sea creating the home at sea feeling.  

 



Full beam owner suite is located on main deck with a private area over 60m². Having full height 

windows on both sides, the cabin will have natural daylight all day long. Separate bathrooms, a 

dressing room and an office area will be shaped according to the wishes of the yacht’s future owner. 

  

The main saloon on the main deck and the sky lounge on bridge deck are the hearth of the yacht 

with large windows and open areas emphasizing the bright and spacious interior. Main deck has 

comfy couches and dining areas for 12 people both interior and exterior parts. On the other side, the 

bridge deck will have large seating areas and a bar in addition to a large lounge area for socializing.  

 

Bilgin Yacht’s signature will also be seen on the central staircase bringing daylight throughout the 

four decks thanks to the jacuzzi above. Glass walled elavator at the center will have a shylish and 

modern appearance. Sun deck is going to be the place for enjoying the summer with plenty of open 

areas a large Jacuzzi, sunbeds, a bar and U shaped seating area. 

  

With all these combined, just under 50m in overall length and 460 displacement tons, Bilgin 50M is 

expected to reach her speed up to 16 knots with a highly efficient hull, and will have a range of 

5000+ nautical miles. 9.2 meters maximum beam and 2.5 meters of draught maintain comfortable 

cruising and sea keeping as well as good stability while being on sea. 

 

Bilgin 50’s technical specifications and details will be announced in the coming weeks. The 

shipyard has on-going building processes right now for the three units of 80-meter yachts, a 67-

meter yacht and an 85-meter yacht. 

 

 

 

ABOUT BILGIN YACHTS 
 

Bilgin Yachts is a boutique shipyard in Istanbul area, building bespoke 40 to 100 meter luxury 

superyachts. It has been a family-run business for five generations since the early 1900s. With its 

400+ highly-skilled craftsmen, who contribute to the 90% of the work in-house, the shipyard 

operates in facilities covering 59,500m2 that include a state-of-the-art marine furniture factory, a 

comprehensive machine shop and a stainless-steel workshop. Since the spring of 2017, the company 

2has expanded further with additional 10,000m areas outfitting sheds and headquarters located in 

West Istanbul Marina, just 30 minutes away from Istanbul Airport. 

 

For further information: 
 

Please contact sales@bilginyacht.com 

 

Bilgin Yachts Shipyard 
T +90 212 876 45 47 

M +90 532 792 87 82 

 

www.bilginyacht.com 
 


